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Since Leaving
We have been back in New Zealand now for more than a month after safely
completing our journey with a most enjoyable stop-over in Queensland with old
friends Paul and Carmen on the Gold Coast and then John and Trish in Brisbane,
both locations a vast contrast from Bougainville!

Back home in Whakatane, we are slowly emerging from the boxes and enjoying
the views over the Ragitaiki Plains and Bay of Plenty.

Our end-of-assignment debriefing with VSA in
Wellington is complete. They seem happy with
what we managed to achieve and also that we
have arrived back without any obvious significant
residual health or psychological issues. We also
caught up with family there and ex VSA
volunteer colleagues, Chris, Elaine and Wendy
Napier on the way back home. A bonus was a
donated tabletop x-ray film processor that we
collected from Laura Jackson, a chiropractor
from Gisborne, with a view to getting cleaned up
and shipped to Arawa for the medical centre.
(Thank you Laura for the donation -anyone
willing to chip in towards shipping costs?!)

in

Bougainville changes in the two years
It seems a long time ago that we arrived in
Arawa two years ago, shell-shocked from the stifling heat and humidity, the
isolation and back-to-basics culture, and the stares of the locals (we were the
new white freaks in town!). Has anything changed in those two years?
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The sixteen bridges that replaced the river fords, per kind favour of Japanese Aid,
certainly make the journey from Arawa to Buka much less risky. They do take
some of the excitement and uncertainty out of the journey, about which I feel
mildly nostalgic! The three pictures on the next page show river crossings before,
during (from the middle of the ford), and after bridge construction. (Not the same
river)

However the islanders will certainly benefit from the improvement – although the
soon-to-be opened new bank in Arawa will change traffic patterns on the island,
avoiding the need for everyone to travel to the island’s sole other bank in Buka.
Something I found interesting was that with thousands of Kina travelling
backwards and forwards between Arawa and Buka in peoples’ billums (hand
bags) on a daily basis, not once did we get a report of hold-ups and robbery.
Along with recently restored reticulated power in Arawa, some new shops, two
cellphone based internet providers, a new science block at the local high school
and a new library getting under way, there have indeed been some positive
developments in Arawa since we arrived there in April 2010 – probably not what
they might be. The possibility of someone getting angry over something and
destroying any one of these improvements certainly also remains.
On the other hand the roads have more potholes and the town water supply has
more leaks – infrastructure deteriorates without systematic maintenance.
Did we help?
I believe we did – maybe not in any dramatic way but we were able to contribute.
Arawa Urban Council
My (Dave’s) original assignment to assist the
Arawa town council with infrastructure
restoration and maintenance struck one small
snag – no money! Civil engineering projects
unfortunately need a lot of money.
Nevertheless I was able to help Council
develop a long-term plan that prioritised tasks
so
that work could proceed in a logical and
systematic way as money comes available –
hopefully before systems collapse completely
as
a result of the normal wear and tear! One of the pluses referred to in the report to
VSA from my Council boss was that I had helped them realise the need for a long
term co-ordinated plan rather than dealing with issues on a piecemeal project-byproject basis. I also helped staff develop their computer skills and link in to the
resources available through the Internet. We managed to acquire certain small
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items of essential equipment from overseas that allowed Council to better carry
out what little essential maintenance they were able to do, as well as to persuade
Dulux PNG to remove free of charge a large number of potentially dangerous
chlorine gas bottles from where they were rusting in the jungle next to the old
water treatment plant. Thank you Dulux for your generous actions!

New sewer cleaning rods

Securing rusty Chlorine bottles

W.A.S.H Programmes
I spent roughly half the assignment time helping Oxfam (8 months in Bougainville)
and Live and Learn (3 months in West New Britain) with their WASH (water and
sanitation hygiene) programmes by designing water supplies and advising on
their construction with basic toilets in remote villages. This did give us the
opportunity to go to parts of the island we would not otherwise have seen

Part built VIP toilet.

Special break press tank
with Oxfam team.

Part built sediment
removal tank.
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Rosie’s Achievements
Rosie, as unassigned accompanying partner achieved some pretty amazing
things that affected a lot of people.
Apart from spending several days a week at Kirokai School teaching English, the
school now boasts a 1500+ book library thanks to her organisational skills. The
school had virtually no books when she arrived and with the help of friends,
relatives and service organisations in New Zealand, and the Mr Pip film crew who
transported seven boxes of books with their movie props, they are now the envy
of the schools in Arawa, with the reputedly the best primary school library in town.

Rosie & kids

library

Rosie’s illustrated story

In addition she organised the delivery of (chilly) x-ray film cassettes from East
Bay Radiology in Whakatane to Kimbe hospital in West New Britain free in a
container load of frozen meat - as well as several boxes of x-ray equipment from
East Bay Radiology in Tauranga to the Arawa Medical Centre – also delivered
free in the container load of materials for the new Arawa library. This is the project
inspired by Lloyd Jones, the author of Mr Pip. She also managed to track down
and acquire the film processor mentioned earlier and is working on getting it to
Arawa.
She provided some financial support for Arike, a radiography student she met at
Kimbe, and cajoled the PNG Shimadzu representative in Port Moresby to fit in trip
to Arawa and kick-start one of the two ancient x-ray units languishing there. (The
other was beyond redemption).

Kimbe Cassettes

Arike
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She operated the unofficial Arawa Section 17 After-School in our house, with
around 15 kids there most afternoons reading, watching movies on our laptop,
playing games and learning to cook.

Cooking

Movie audience

Writing and drawing

She taught women how to bake, both in Arawa and Kimbe, as well as learning
herself how to cook in the local fashion.
She became heavily involved in behind the scenes admin with the film crew for
“Mr Pip” while they were filming in Pidia Village close to Arawa, particularly when
they came back for a week in early 2012 to carry out additional sound recordings,
when she, working with a local woman, were the key on-site co-ordinators before
and during the visit. (Great fun rubbing shoulders with the likes of Andrew
Adamson, Tim Finn, Robin Scholes, and making coffee for Hugh Lawrie the way
he likes it, but highly stressful! Adrenalin powered creativity seems to go with
decisions made, changed or cancelled, and often re-made in rapid-fire sequence,
and with difficult demands requiring immediate attention!)
Look out for the movie – it promises to be an excellent insight into the
Bougainville Crisis and should be a great story and spectacle.
Probably of as much value as the physical contributions made were the good
relationships we developed with Bougainvilleans – New Zealanders appear to be
held in high regard in Bougainville, and we seemed to have managed to avoid
sullying the image and got on well with just about all we came in contact with.

Where to Bougainville?
I think this is probably a case of a fool rushing in where angels fear to tread! Here
goes, anyway……
There was a Catholic Priest who lived on Bougainville for thirty years and when
he left he said in his farewell speech to his parishioners and colleagues “I love
you all dearly but I still don’t understand you!” I think we understand what he was
talking about!
We met proud, smart, witty, generous, kind people in Bougainville– they certainly
have made an impression on our lives that we will never forget. They all seemed
to have aspirations for themselves and their kids that are similar to those we had
in our younger days and many, who can, are prepared to make substantial
sacrifices for their kids’ education.
They also have a resource-rich country blessed with abundant rain - vegetation
literally grows on concrete - and beautiful scenery.
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Typical Bougainville
landscape

Abandoned concrete
car park

Two lane sealed road
with kerbs and footpaths

The island is reportedly full of all sorts of mineral wealth – the old Panguna mine
alone apparently still has still plenty of copper and gold to be recovered and there
is reputedly a wealth of other minerals throughout the island and offshore.
However the present absence of workable laws and the means of enforcing them,
plus complex land ownership “systems”, mean that the few outsiders who’ve
ventured into local investments have generally soon retreated with somewhat
smaller bank accounts. A contract basically means nothing.

Abandoned Panguna Mine

Panning for gold in mine flume

At the moment all that is happening is that some foreign scrap metal merchants
with local “partners” are picking through the ruins, a bit like a flock of vultures over
a dead carcass – taking a big risk in the hope of making some money. Brave
souls! Apart from that industry is all about producing copra from cocoanuts and
cocoa beans. Even this is facing problems with old coconut trees and cocoa borer
pests.
Progress in the 11 years since the 2001 Peace Accord has been very slow, with
limited infrastructure or institutional restoration and development having taken
place. The Autonomous Bougainville Government is cash strapped, being reliant
on either aid or allocations from the Central PNG government, this latter proving
to be an erratic unreliable source. It is not hard to reach a conclusion that a
thriving successful Bougainville probably voting for independence from PNG (in
the forthcoming referendum guaranteed in the Accord) would not be viewed very
favourably in Port Moresby, as it could well be the first step in the break-up of
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PNG into a series of smaller states – it is a diverse country of many cultures
spread over several remote land masses - so maybe this lack of support is
understandable.
Bougainville has some 13 languages, which suggests that the island population
consisted historically of isolated communities with little contact between them. As
in other parts of the world, those people in the next valley with a strange language
and customs were probably de-humanised – either branded as an evil threat and
defended against or plundered as the situation arose. It was also essential for the
members of each community to stick together in all situations, irrespective of the
rights and wrongs of the situation (the “wantok” system) or risk the survival of the
clan. It seems to me elements of this thinking still influence the ways Islanders
act to day. In the outside world peoples’ wantok in a sense stretches from one
end of the globe to the other –otherwise the type of international trading that
happens would not.
Disputes too were and continue to be settled summarily – “I believe strongly that
you did me (or my Wantok) a wrong so you provide compensation or I will take
my revenge in whatever way I feel is appropriate.” Many people have died in
revenge attacks and Bougainville is littered with the remains of burned out
buildings.
Out of interest, I tried to distinguish the difference between my reactions to a
situation where I felt strongly enough about what someone did to me to be
inclined to summarily punch out their front teeth (or worse), to those that seemed
to be manifest in Bougainville.
Just before I react the voice of my mother would echo through my fury saying –
“don’t hit” - and another small voice would say “ don’t do that – you could end up
in jail” or “ Think – you might make things worse for yourself and others”. In
Bougainville those warning voices don’t seem to exist among some and too often
people seem to react first and later come to regret their actions. The rest of the
community display a remarkable tolerance to this kind of reaction – and fear of
being drawn in to the conflict may well be a reason.
A recent example of this is the hijacking of the sister ship to the Rabaul Queen
plus two of the fleet’s copra trading vessels by Ex-combatants. The vessels were
burned when demands made for compensation to the local relatives of those who
drowned when the Rabaul Queen sank, were not met fast enough – so now there
are no larger passenger craft running between Bougainville and other parts of
PNG - and two of the limited number of vessels collecting their cash crops are
gone! The hijackers are known but no one does anything about it.
The local police force is demoralised and ineffective – it is under- resourced and
unarmed in a post conflict society still well supplied with military weapons. The
arrest of a person can also bring the wrath of his wantok on the individual
policemen involved and their families, so there is little incentive to enforce the
law, such as it is.
Sorcery still rears its ugly head, with accused people and their family and
associates still getting killed for alleged acts of sorcery. Again no one dares raise
any objections for fear of being implicated and suffering the same fate – there
seems no defence against an accusation of sorcery, often justified on the basis of
fireflies flying around the house of a suspect. I find this strange in a country that
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has such strong Christian observance, but I guess there are parallels in the
Middle Ages in our not so distant past. Better education should eventually deal
with this.
The development of a service industry based on
providing a good service in return for reasonable
payment has some way to go in Bougainville before
a successful tourist industry can develop. Typically
as a customer, it often feels like one is imposing on
the shop assistant, and third rate accommodation
typically goes for luxury prices! Some competition
for Air Niugini might also help to reduce the very
expensive airfares within PNG that are also a barrier
to tourism in Bougainville.

Buka accommodation

In short it seems to me that basic cultural issues are getting in the way of
Bougainvilleans developing their island, if indeed they really want to. But the
sense of the country drifting into the future like a becalmed sailboat is something I
felt – and I sensed many of my Bougainvillean friends felt the same as well.
What do Bougainvilleans need to do to achieve the Utopia they can aspire to?
If they do indeed want to make changes, then they probably need to go back to
the basics:1) Work through the communities’ collective values, decide what is essential
among these in defining themselves as Bougainvilleans and how their
country should operate, and record them as “core values”;
2) Decide where they would like to be as country in (say) 10 years time and
develop a detailed plan for getting there. Each step along the way should
be costed and a reliable source of funding established, and also reconciled
with these core values. I would venture to say that these will probably not
always be compatible, particularly when it comes to finding ways to get the
money to do the work, in which case the benefits and costs will need to be
weighed up, possible compromises explored, and the decision made to
amend the core value - or change the plan.
3) Assign someone or a small group of influential and motivated people within
the ABG to implement this plan with specific interim targets. The
implementers will have to report regularly and be held accountable - if they
do not meet these interim targets and appear unlikely to do so in the
future, they should be replaced with others to be given the opportunity to
try to do the job better. (Accountability is a concept that has not been
widely adopted into the Bougainville way of life, but if changes are to be
implemented it will be essential.)
4) Try to find ways to broaden peoples’ concepts of “wantok” to encompass
firstly the entire island, and then beyond.
This will be a complex process and would need the assistance of a team of highly
skilled mediators and sympathetic advisors with the wisdom and knowledge to
identify the incompatibilities and inconsistencies and help the group to resolve
them, as well as to ask the difficult questions that need an answer.
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A problem with developing a vision for the target outcomes may be a lack of
exposure to possible different alternatives, so thought would need to be given as
how to gain this exposure.
Providing these skilled people might be how a sympathetic Aid Agency or
Government can make a real long-term positive contribution to the development
of Bougainville!

Final Farewell
Thank you to VSA and Bougainville for giving us this wonderful experience! It was
a privilege getting to know a whole lot of fine people, both Islanders and fellow
volunteers. We wish Bougainville well as it progresses into the twenty-first century
– may you achieve your Pacific Island Paradise dreams - so that your fine
children have the future they deserve! Farewell and thank you!

Dave and Rosie Hall
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